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May 29, 2013 
 
Lorna Zappone,  
Project Officer, Environmental Approvals Branch  
Ministry of the Environment 
2 St Clair Avenue West, Floor 12A  
Toronto, Ontario, M4V 1L5 
Tel: 416-314-7106/1-800-461-6290  
Fax: 416-314-8452  
Email: Lorna.Zappone@ontario.ca 
 
Dear Ms. Zappone,  
 
RE: Wildlands League comments on the Final Terms of Reference for Wataynikaneyap 
Power’s New Transmission Line to Pickle Lake Project submitted to Ministry of Environment 
(May 2013) as it relates to Threatened Woodland Caribou and Alternatives 
 
CPAWS Wildlands League is a not-for-profit, environmental charity and our mission is to protect 
wilderness through the establishment of protected areas and through the promotion of natural 
resource use that is sustainable for nature, communities, and the economy. We have extensive 
knowledge of land use in Ontario and a history of working with government, communities, 
scientists, the public, and resource industries on progressive conservation initiatives. We have 
specific experience with the impacts of industrial development on Boreal Forests and the 
wildlife that depend upon them.  
 

Executive Summary 

There are two companies proposing competing transmission line projects to meet the 
objectives of the Long Term Energy Plan to supply Pickle Lake from Dryden/Ignace: Sagatay 
Transmission L.P. and Wataynikaneyap Power. The Wataynikaneyap project has submitted its 
Final Terms of Reference to the Ministry of Environment for approval. We respectfully submit 
that based on the science, the likelihood of caribou critical habitat being destroyed with the 
Wataynikaneyap’s preferred option will be greatly increased. We also respectfully submit that 
the assessment of routing options by Golder failed to not only adequately consider range level 
impacts to woodland caribou but also failed to ask a fundamental question of environmental 
assessment: how to avoid  environmental impacts in the first place? We note with concern that 
the proponent only wishes to assess a reasonable range of alternatives ‘if required’ that are 
technically and economically feasible.  At this time, we recommend and request that you do not 
approve the Final Terms of Reference as is but recommend these issues be addressed in a 
revised Terms of Reference. 
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The Environment Canada science on woodland caribou indicates that habitat disturbance is the 
single best indicator of caribou survival, recommending that for self sustaining ranges 
disturbance must be less than 35% disturbed.  

Our analysis shows that while the Wataynikaneyap Power preferred route does align with some 
disturbance in terms of logged areas in the Churchill Range, it adds additional anthropogenic 
disturbance to the range from a quantitative standpoint and would unnecessarily create a new 
permanent north–south linear disturbance in currently occupied caribou habitat in the 
northern portion of this range and in the Far North Range from a qualitative standpoint.  The 
Wataynikaneyap preferred option would thereby increase the risk to already stressed 
populations of caribou in our opinion. Moreover, it would further compromise the ability of the 
Churchill range further to be restored to 65% undisturbed habitat; would reduce connectivity 
within the range and reduce connectivity for this region of Ontario. It doesn’t make sense for 
options to be favoured that have a high likelihood of resulting in the destruction of caribou 
habitat and that increase risk to a species at risk when other alternatives are available.  

Wildlands League’s recommendations to Ontario:  
 

 The overall framework for assessing alternatives for the Wataynikaneyap project needs 
to be redesigned so that:  

o avoidance alternatives are factored in up front and prioritized;  
o a full comprehensive assessment of the routes from a caribou perspective is 

completed; and  
o that the above results be given at least equal weighting to the ‘cost and 

constructability’ criteria; 

 Request that the proponent meet its full responsibilities under the Environmental 
Assessment Act with respect to Alternatives including Alternatives to and Alternative 
methods of carrying out the project. We are concerned that the proponent wants to 
focus its EA. 

 That the Endangered Species Act requirements be incorporated into the process up 
front so that a comprehensive assessment of alternatives can be undertaken. It appears 
the approach taken by the proponent under its EA will lead to conflicts with its 
requirements under the Endangered Species Act (ESA) under section 17(2)c or 17 (2)d. 
The Terms of Reference should not be approved until these shortcomings are addressed 
both with respect to woodland caribou and the overall framework for assessing 
alternatives. 

 The proponent plans to only comprehensively assess its preferred option for caribou 
using the MNR’s 10 management strategies. This must be remedied before the Terms of 
Reference are approved.  

 The proponent also intends to assess only its preferred option for avoidance 
alternatives. It is therefore unclear to us how the proponent could meet the 
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requirements of the ESA or whether it intends to. The proponent must indicate if it 
plans to meet requirements of the ESA and through which mechanism;  

 The public will need more information and expects clear rules and transparency about 
how Ontario plans to resolve the dilemma of two competing transmission line proposals 
in NW Ontario before the Terms of Reference is approved;  

 Endangered Species Act requirements for activities that damage or destroy habitat for 
threatened species such as woodland caribou can help the province distinguish between 
various proposals for transmission lines; and, 

 The role of cumulative effects in assessing alternatives is lacking. This is a blind spot in 
the analysis and steps must be taken to describe how this shortcoming will be addressed 
before the Terms of Reference is approved.  

 

Background of our involvement 
 
We pay close attention to any new proposed linear disturbance in the Boreal Forest of Ontario 
because it is often the precursor to additional developments and an opening up of new areas 
for industrial activities which in turn have ramifications for at risk wildlife sensitive to 
disturbances such as forest dwelling woodland caribou.  As such, we participated and closely 
followed the proposed Northwest Transmission Expansion project in 2009 and 2010. During 
that time we raised many substantive concerns with the proposed routing of the transmission 
line as it pertained to woodland caribou and the remote areas of Lake Nipigon. Forest Dwelling 
Woodland Caribou is a threatened species both in Ontario and in Canada. We, along with 
scientists and concerned Canadians, strongly urged Hydro One and Ontario to: minimize the 
creation of new linear disturbances on the landscape; and identify and propose alternative 
routes that parallel existing permanent roads, railways and linear features to preserve the 
remoteness of Lake Nipigon and protect the ecological integrity of Wabakimi Provincial Park.  
 
In November 2010 we were pleased to see that the province announced in its Long-Term 
Energy Plan:    
 

A new transmission line to Pickle Lake— one of this plan’s five priority projects — will 
help to service the new mining load and help to enable future connections north of Pickle 
Lake. Subject to cost contributions from benefiting parties, Ontario will focus on 
supplying Pickle Lake from the Ignace/Dryden area immediately. 

 
We applauded this decision to avoid intact forests1 and called it a win-win for the economy and 
caribou.  
 

                                                           
1
 In general we do not support or oppose individual projects. 
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Today we continue to examine and monitor new proposals for transmission lines and roads in 
the Boreal Forest especially as they relate to threatened species such as woodland caribou. 
Ontario has committed to range management in its Caribou Conservation Plan (CCP) and 
federally Environment Canada in its final version of the Recovery Strategy for the Woodland 

Caribou (Rangifer tarandus caribou), Boreal population, in Canada (2012) describe that, “the 
recovery goal for boreal caribou is to achieve self-sustaining local populations in all boreal 
caribou ranges throughout their current distribution in Canada, to the extent possible.” 
 

Proposed Transmission Lines and Threatened Woodland Caribou 
 
There are two companies proposing competing transmission line projects to meet the 
objectives of the Long Term Energy Plan to supply Pickle Lake from Dryden/Ignace: Sagatay 
Transmission L.P. and Wataynikaneyap Power.  With both the CCP and new direction outlined 
in the federal recovery strategy for Woodland Caribou in mind, we examined the landscape 
level impacts using the federal science as our guide of the two transmission lines on affected 
ranges in Ontario: Brightsand and/or Churchill and Far North.  We assessed them for their 
impacts on caribou range to determine which option would be the least harmful to woodland 
caribou using the tools we have available to us. Given that Wataynikaneyap Power and Sagatay 
Power transmission line proposals are competing, how each meets or doesn’t meet the test of 
the Endangered Species Act could also be helpful in determining which proposal goes forward 
with respect to threatened woodland caribou.  
 

The companies: 

 Sagatay Transmission L.P. “was formed to plan and develop a new 230 kV high voltage 
electricity transmission line to Pickle Lake in northwestern Ontario. A preliminary 
preferred route has been identified from Ignace to Pickle Lake utilizing the Highway 599 
corridor...The original partners in Sagatay were the Mishkeegogamang First Nation, the 
Ojibway Nation of Saugeen First Nation and Morgan Geare. In March 2013, Sagatay 
welcomed Algonquin Power & Utilities Corp. as a partner” (from the company 
description available at http://www.sagatay.com/index-1.html). 

 Wataynikaneyap Power is a transmission company “that has been formed between the 
Central Corridor Energy Group, representing 13 First Nations, and Goldcorp Canada Ltd. 
Wataynikaneyap Power is proposing to develop the New Transmission Line to Pickle 
Lake (the Project), which includes a new 300 km 230 kilovolt transmission line and 
associated Project components from the Dryden Area to Pickle Lake” (from a May 3, 
2013 letter to Wildlands League from Golder on behalf of Wataynikaneyap Power). 

Assessing the quantitative impact of the proposed transmission lines at the 
landscape scale using the cumulative disturbance tool 

http://www.sagatay.com/index-1.html
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Environment Canada (2012: 28-29) states that the range is the most relevant scale at which to 
plan for the conservation of caribou, and adds that: 
 

undertaking landscape level and/or natural resource planning is appropriate for 
effective management of cumulative effects of habitat disturbance within boreal 
caribou ranges and for managing disturbance over time to ensure sufficient habitat is 
available  for boreal caribou, both of which is difficult in the context of individual  
project approvals.  

 
Further, Environment Canada (2012:66): “has set a maximum disturbance threshold of 35% at 
60% probability of self-sustainability as a reasonable starting point providing a likely certainty of 
recovery.” It cautions that even with the maximum 35% disturbance as a target, “there is still a 
risk (0.4 or 40%) that local populations will not be self-sustaining. Local populations that have 
greater than 35% total disturbance (or less than 65% undisturbed habitat) will first be 
recovered to the 35% disturbance management threshold (i.e. to achieve 65% undisturbed 
habitat).”   
 
The current status of each range potentially affected by the proposed transmission lines is 
below. It provides important context to assist in understanding additional impacts from any 
new anthropogenic disturbances and aids in the effective management of cumulative effects of 
habitat disturbance. 
 
Table 1: Total disturbance in each of the affected ranges currently in Ontario from Environment Canada 
(2012) and Wildands League (2009) and (2010). MNR’s data has yet to be made publicly available. Areas 
highlighted in red mean these ranges have total disturbance above the 35% maximum disturbance 
threshold set by Environment Canada.   

 
 From  Environment 

Canada, total 
disturbance (fire 
and anthropogenic)  

Environment 
Canada’s Risk 
Assessment 
(self sustaining 
SS; not self 
sustaining 
NSS) 

Wildlands League 
Snapshot Report2 
(based on draft 
ranges by MNR in 
2009) using best 
available data 

Updated Wildlands 
League disturbance 
numbers (based on 
refined ranges 
from MNR in 
2010). 

Brightsand 42% NSS/SS 45% 40% 

Churchill 31% SS 46% 46% 

Far North 14% SS n/a3 n/a 

 

                                                           
2
 Available at www.wildlandsleague.org 

3
 Wildlands League did not run total disturbance for the very large Far North Range. 
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Total disturbance in the Brightsand Range is above the 35% maximum disturbance threshold set 
by Environment Canada.  Total disturbance in the Churchill Range differs between Environment 
Canada analysis and the approach recommended by CPAWS Wildlands League because 
Environment Canada only included fires from 1970 onwards whereas we had access to the best 
available data provincially that shows more fires. This is why in our assessment the Churchill 
Range comes out as highly disturbed rather than moderately. When MNR makes its 
assessments public we’ll include their numbers as well. These data in the table indicate that 
both the Brightsand and Churchill Ranges are highly disturbed. According to Environment 
Canada, disturbance must be reduced over time to 35% and this applies to both of these 
ranges. This is an important context that is missing in our opinion from the analysis Golder did 
on behalf of Wataynikaneyap Power. 
 
We commissioned Global Forest Watch to use the Environment Canada methodology for 
calculating disturbance and Environment Canada’s baseline data from 2010 to determine the 
quantitative impact of three different routing options (the preferred option by Sagatay, the 
Sagatay-Osnaburgh bypass and the preferred option by Wataynikaneyap Power) on the 
respective ranges. Global Forest Watch digitized each of the routes. Figure 1 summarizes the 
lines and the cumulative disturbance in the ranges.  
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Figure 1: The preferred transmission line routes mapped onto the affected ranges in Ontario. The pink 
areas represent disturbance (fire and anthropogenic disturbance). The red line is Wataynikayneyap 
Power’s preferred route. The light blue line in the Brightsand Range is the preferred route of Sagatay 
Transmission L.P. The Osnaburgh bypass is shown in purple.  

 
Below we describe the anthropogenic disturbance of the respective projects and the additional 
anthropogenic disturbance of each project.  
 
Table 2: Additional anthropogenic disturbance from the Sagatay transmission line (preferred route) in 
northwestern Ontario. This option utilizes the Highway 599 corridor (does not include the Osnaburgh 
bypass).  
 

Range Area of the range (km2) Anthropogenic 
disturbance of the 
project (area km2) 

Additional 
anthropogenic 

disturbance from the 
project within the 
range (area km2) 

Brightsand 22,182 103 0 
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Churchill 21,416 56 1 

Far North 279,023 53 1 

 
 
Table 3: Additional anthropogenic disturbance from the Sagatay-Osnaburgh bypass line option in 
northwestern Ontario. This option utilizes the Highway 599 corridor and runs west around 
Mishkeegogamang First Nation Reserve.   

Range Area of the range (km2) Anthropogenic 
disturbance of the 
project (area km2) 

Additional 
anthropogenic 

disturbance from the 
project within the 
range (area km2) 

Brightsand 22,182 103 0 

Churchill 21,416 82.6 27.6 

Far North 279,023 78.6 22.6 

Table 4:  Additional anthropogenic disturbance from Wataynikayneyap Power’s preferred route to reach 
Pickle Lake. It crosses the Churchill and Far North Ranges only. 

Range Area of the range (km2) Anthropogenic 
disturbance of the 
project (area km2) 

Additional 
anthropogenic 

disturbance from the 
project within the 
range (area km2) 

Churchill 21,416 128 44 

Far North 279,023 102 72 

These initial results indicate that because Sagatay’s preferred routing (without Osnaburgh 
bypass) parallels an existing highway right-of way, with many related disturbances (logged 
areas for example) along it, it does not trigger any additional anthropogenic disturbance in the 
Brightsand Range, using this total disturbance tool. In the Churchill and Far North Ranges it 
adds 1 km2 (or 100 ha) of additional disturbance to the ranges. We assume that the populations 
of caribou have already significantly responded to the existing road network and adjacent 
disturbed areas here. The Sagatay Osnaburgh bypass option would add additional 
anthropogenic disturbance in the Churchill and Far North Ranges and would mean that the 
populations would most likely respond negatively to this new disturbance. Given this range is 
already highly disturbed and the population likely stressed, the risk of additional disturbances 
through this (Osnaburgh bypass) option is not advisable.  

With respect to the Wataynikayneyap Power preferred route, initial results indicate that 
because the proposed routing does not parallel an existing right-of-way it triggers additional 
anthropogenic disturbance in several sections of the Churchill and Far North Ranges using this 
total disturbance tool.  Moreover, it creates a new permanent, large linear disturbance in both 
these ranges.  
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The above mentioned assessment is lacking from the Wataynikaneyap routing assessment. It 
appears that the proponent initially examined three out of ten management strategies for 
caribou as described by MNR and added another later on. Also the proponent focused its 
assessment of alternatives on those that are “technically and economically feasible”. They 
failed to prioritize one of the most important criteria from our perspective: how to avoid 
environmental impacts in the first place and specifically avoid landscape impacts to 
threatened woodland caribou (increases to disturbance)?  

From a caribou perspective not allowing any new permanent infrastructure in these highly 
disturbed ranges and focusing on restoration is warranted based on the science. However, 
because of the Long Term Energy Plan and the needs of First Nations as well as reliability and 
other concerns, we understand that Ontario is seeking to connect Pickle Lake to Dryden/Ignace. 
In this case, we strongly recommend that a new permanent linear disturbance be avoided 
especially one of this scale (~300km) and that any route parallel existing permanent linear 
disturbances such as roads, rail etc. to avoid new permanent impacts and to avoid adding stress 
to an already threatened species.  

Because the Sagatay preferred option parallels Highway 599, it avoids the creation of new 
permanent linear disturbances in this part of Ontario.  We assume that the populations of 
caribou have already significantly responded to the existing road network and adjacent 
disturbed areas here. Telemetry data from this part of Ontario also seems to support this.  
Moreover, it does not add any additional anthropogenic disturbance using the cumulative 
disturbance tool in the Brightsand Range and adds a negligible amount in the Far North and 
Churchill Ranges using the cumulative disturbance tool. 

While the Wataynikaneyap Power preferred route does align with some disturbance in terms of 
logged areas in the Churchill Range, it adds additional anthropogenic disturbance to the range 
from a quantitative standpoint and would unnecessarily create a new permanent north–south 
linear disturbance in currently occupied caribou habitat in the northern portion of this range 
and in the Far North Range from a qualitative standpoint.  The Wataynikaneyap preferred 
option would thereby increase the risk to already stressed populations of caribou in our 
opinion. Moreover, it would further compromise the ability of the Churchill range further to be 
restored to 65% undisturbed habitat; would reduce connectivity within the range and reduce 
connectivity for this region of Ontario. This option is not advisable when alternatives are 
available.  

The analysis conducted by Golder, prioritized avoiding private lands and First Nations reserves 
over avoiding impacts to caribou. This is why the option of paralleling Highway 599 (going 
through the Mishkeegogamang Reserve) appears to have not made Wataynikaneyap’s Power 
short list of alternatives. In fact they selected the more harmful to caribou option of the 
Osnaburgh bypass for their Ignace to Pickle alternative.  
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Alternatives and the Terms of Reference 

The assessment of routing options by Golder failed to not only adequately consider range level 
impacts but also failed to ask a fundamental question of environmental assessment which is 
how can environmental impacts be avoided in the first place.  

The overall framework to assessing corridors broadly and the criteria applied to caribou 
specifically (through the three stated criteria of habitat alteration, suitable caribou habitat and 
caribou nursery areas) undermine the results on a number of fronts:   

 the proponent admittedly did not complete a comprehensive assessment on all the 
routes from a caribou perspective and is only promising to comprehensively assess its 
preferred option going forward;  

 they did not they ask questions up front about avoiding impacts in the first place; 

 the proponent prioritized cost and constructability criteria over all others; 

 they failed to demonstrate that they fully considered range scale impacts;  

 they prioritized avoiding private lands and First Nation reserves over avoiding impacts to 
woodland caribou; 

 within a flawed overall framework, the proponent subsumed three, above-mentioned 
weak and inadequate caribou criteria into its overall assessment of routes;  

 they used a too narrow width (2km width corridor) in their routing evaluation criteria 
for caribou; 

 the proponent has committed to looking at ‘avoidance alternatives’ after it landed on its 
preferred route;  

 they treated avoiding nursery areas at the sub-range scale as equal to range level 
criteria. In this case and in this important context, getting the proposal right from a 
range perspective should be the first step and if all factors are equal then one can use 
the sub-range criteria to help distinguish between options. However, in our opinion 
shortcomings in addressing  range level impacts (the ‘most relevant scale’) cannot be 
made up by avoiding known nursery areas at the sub-range scale or by the proportion of 
suitable habitat within a 1040m corridor;  

 the nursery data is “known” data at this time and is not comprehensive therefore it 
can’t be assumed the lack of nursery data means routes are not impacting caribou 
nursery areas.  The  
criteria used by the proponent does not make this clear. Also there is an unknown that 
needs to be clarified: is there fidelity to nursery areas adjacent to the permanent road 
network in the Brightsand Range? This aspect of the criteria would be important to 
clarify because the proponent could be avoiding nursery areas that caribou might be 
avoiding already; and, 

 The role of cumulative effects in assessing the alternatives process is lacking. This is a 
big blind spot of the analysis. 
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The preferred corridor identified by Wataynikaneyap power is the Dryden- Pickle Lake option as 
described by the nodes in its Terms of Reference C-D-E-G. It represents the output of its 
analysis not necessarily the best alternative for caribou. The proponent acknowledges this 
weakness. The overall framework to assessing alternatives is constrained by the emphasis on 
technically and economically feasible alternatives. The results are then compounded by the fact 
that the proponent included three weakly defined (reductionist) criteria for caribou. As a result 
we can neither support the overall approach where cost and constructability were prioritized 
nor its outputs.  This seems to us to be consistent with the old economy trumps environment 
approach that historically has been the frame to guide resource decisions.  

The overall framework needs to be redesigned so that avoidance alternatives are factored in up 
front, prioritized, that a full comprehensive assessment of the routes from a caribou 
perspective completed; and that the results be given at least equal weighting to the ‘cost and 
constructability’ criteria. This would be more compatible with requirements under the 
Endangered Species Act.  

We are also strongly concerned the proponent only wants to assess a reasonable range of 
alternatives if required that are economically and technically feasible.  

Right now it appears the approach taken by the proponent under its EA will lead to conflicts 
with its requirements under the ESA4. Incorporating ESA requirements into the process up front 
is needed so that a comprehensive assessment of alternatives can be undertaken. The Terms of 
Reference should not be approved until these shortcomings are addressed both with respect to 
woodland caribou and the overall framework.  

Focusing of the EA 
 
We are concerned that the project it proceeding under what’s called a ‘focused’ EA in 
accordance with sub-sections 6(2) c and 6.1 (3) of the Environmental Assessment Act. The main 
rationale provided by the proponent as to why it is seeking a focused EA is because of the 
existence of the Long Term Energy Plan. Wataynikaneyap Power states:  

 
The primary justification for proceeding in this manner is that transmission expansion  
to Pickle Lake (i.e., the Project) has already been identified within the Ontario’s Long-
Term Energy Plan (Ministry of Energy 2010) as one of five priority projects to be 
completed in the next seven years. The Ministry of Energy (2010) indicates that  
Ontario will focus on supplying Pickle Lake from the Dryden/Ignace area immediately 
for reliability, renewable energy growth and changing demand. 

 

                                                           
4
 There are draft regulations being proposed by MNR with respect to endangered species that are controversial 

and that would see projects like Wataynikaneyap, if approved, being exempted from Act.  
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While we appreciate that the province has set policy direction, we don’t think that this should 
be used as a rationale for not meeting legislative requirements set out in the Environmental 
Assessment Act.  We expect the proponent to meet its full responsibilities under the Act with 
respect to ‘Alternatives’ including Alternatives to and Alternative methods of carrying out the 
project. With respect to the latter, we are concerned that the overall framework for assessing 
alternatives is flawed because of the over-emphasis on technical and economic feasibility; due 
to its reliance on weak and inadequate criteria for woodland caribou-a key threatened, 
indicator species in the region; and, due to the trade-offs embedded into the overall framework 
itself that seemingly prioritize avoiding First Nation reserves instead of avoiding threatened 
caribou habitat, for example.  

ESA compliance 

The Endangered Species Act (ESA) is lauded as the gold standard when it comes to species at 
risk legislation in North America. It contains stop gap measures to prevent society from 
continuing to make decisions where economics trumps species at risk needs. It contains 
flexibility measures that allow projects to proceed if they damage or destroy habitat or harm or 
harass species by meeting the ‘overall benefit’ test.  In this case, under the guidance proposed 
by Environment Canada (2012) in section 7.3, of activities that are likely to result in the 
destruction of critical habitat, the Wataynikaneyap power project would qualify under at least 
two descriptions in our opinion:  

 Any activity resulting in the direct loss of boreal caribou critical habitat. Examples of 
such activities include: conversion of habitat to agriculture, forestry cut blocks, mines, 
and industrial and infrastructure development; and  

 Any activity resulting in the fragmentation of habitat by human-made linear features. 
Examples of such activities include: road development, seismic lines, pipelines, and 
hydroelectric corridors. 
  

Environment Canada (2012:37) adds that,  
 

The likelihood that critical habitat will be destroyed is increased if any one of these  
activities, or combination thereof, were to occur in such a manner, place and time,  
that after appropriate mitigation techniques... any one of the following  
were to occur:  

o compromise the ability of a range to be maintained at 65% undisturbed 
habitat;  

o compromise the ability of a range to be restored to 65% undisturbed 
habitat;  

o reduce connectivity within a range;  
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o increase predator and/or alternate prey access to undisturbed areas; or  

o remove or alter biophysical attributes necessary for boreal caribou.  

We would argue that four out of the five would occur with the Wataynikaneyap’s preferred 
route. The likelihood of critical habitat being destroyed with the Wataynikaneyap’s preferred 
option will be greatly increased in our opinion. 

With the high likelihood of critical habitat being destroyed, the proponent would need to seek  
authorizations under the Endangered Species Act in Ontario.  They acknowledge at least two 
options available to them in their Terms of Reference on page 71, getting an overall benefit  
permit under section 17(2)c or 17(2)d permit because “the Minister is of the opinion that the 
activity will result in a significant social or economic benefit to Ontario”.  It is our understanding 
that the latter is a very high bar to be met. Previous projects that qualified for it include the 
Detroit River Crossing.  It is not clear to us that this project would meet that high bar test. In 
either case, the requirements around alternatives are the same for both 17 (2)c and 17 (2)d.  
The alternatives clause states: “the Minister is of the opinion that reasonable alternatives have 
been considered, including alternatives that would not adversely affect the species, and the 
best alternative has been adopted”.  
 
At the very least, we can say that the best alternative has not been adopted here and the 
proponent acknowledges this. We would add the overall framework employed by Golder for 
assessing alternatives is deeply flawed and will not lead to the best alternative being selected in 
its current configuration. To make matters worse, that the proponent plans to comprehensively 
assess its preferred option for caribou using the MNR’s 10 management strategies and not any 
others. Furthermore, it plans to assess its preferred option for avoidance alternatives. It is 
unclear to us how the proponent could meet the requirements of the ESA or whether it intends 
to.  
 
If the proponent is not planning to meet the requirements of the ESA, then the public needs to 
know this immediately.  
 
The public is faced with two competing transmission line proposals.  Our review so far (pending 
peer review) indicates that the preferred route of Wataynikaneyap is the more risky to 
woodland caribou at this time. It is also unclear to us how this particular dilemma of two 
competing proposals will be resolved. The public will need more information and transparency 
from Ontario about how it plans to address this.  

 

Conclusion and Recommendations 

There are two companies proposing competing transmission line projects to meet the 
objectives of the Long Term Energy Plan to supply Pickle Lake from Dryden/Ignace: Sagatay 
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Transmission L.P. and Wataynikaneyap Power. The Wataynikaneyap project has submitted its 
Final Terms of Reference to the Ministry of Environment for approval. We respectfully submit 
that the likelihood of critical habitat being destroyed with the Wataynikaneyap’s preferred 
option will be greatly increased. We also respectfully submit that the assessment of routing 
options by Golder failed to not only adequately consider range level impacts but also failed to 
ask a fundamental question of environmental assessment which is how can environmental 
impacts be avoided in the first place.  We note the proponent only wishes to assess a 
reasonable range of alternatives ‘if required’ that are ‘technically and economically feasible’.  At 
this time, we recommend and request that you do not approve the Final Terms of Reference as 
is but recommend these issues be addressed in a revised Terms of Reference. 

Our analysis shows that while the Wataynikaneyap Power preferred route does align with some 
disturbance in terms of logged areas in the Churchill Range, it adds additional anthropogenic 
disturbance to the range from a quantitative standpoint and would unnecessarily create a new 
permanent north–south linear disturbance in currently occupied caribou habitat in the 
northern portion of this range and in the Far North Range from a qualitative standpoint.  The 
Wataynikaneyap preferred option would thereby increase the risk to already stressed 
populations of caribou in our opinion. Moreover, it would further compromise the ability of the 
Churchill range further to be restored to 65% undisturbed habitat; would reduce connectivity 
within the range and reduce connectivity for this region of Ontario.  

Wildlands League’s recommendations to Ontario:  
 

 The overall framework for assessing alternatives for the Wataynikaneyap project needs 
to be redesigned so that:  

o avoidance alternatives are factored in up front and prioritized;  
o a full comprehensive assessment of the routes from a caribou perspective is 

completed; and  
o that the above results be given at least equal weighting to the ‘cost and 

constructability’ criteria; 

 Request that the proponent meet its full responsibilities under the Environmental 
Assessment Act with respect to ‘Alternatives’ including Alternatives to and Alternative 
methods of carrying out the project. We are concerned that the proponent wants to 
focus its EA. 

 That the Endangered Species Act requirements be incorporated into the process up 
front so that a comprehensive assessment of alternatives can be undertaken. It appears 
the approach taken by the proponent under its EA will lead to conflicts with its 
requirements under the Endangered Species Act (ESA). The Terms of Reference should 
not be approved until these shortcomings are addressed both with respect to woodland 
caribou and the overall framework for assessing alternatives. 
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 The proponent plans to comprehensively assess its ‘preferred option’ for caribou using 
the MNR’s 10 management strategies and not any of the others. This must be remedied 
before the Terms of Reference are approved;  

 The proponent has stated that it also only intends to assess its preferred option for 
avoidance alternatives. It is therefore unclear to us how the proponent could meet the 
requirements of the ESA or whether it intends to. The proponent must indicate if it 
plans to meet requirements of the ESA and through which mechanism;   

 The public will need more information and expects clear rules and transparency about 
how Ontario plans to resolve the dilemma of two competing transmission line proposals 
in NW Ontario before the Terms of Reference is approved; 

 Endangered Species Act requirements for activities that damage or destroy habitat for 
threatened species such as woodland caribou can help the province distinguish between 
various proposals for transmission lines; and, 

 The role of cumulative effects in assessing the alternatives process is lacking. This is a 
blind spot in the analysis and steps must be taken to describe how this shortcoming will 
be addressed before the Terms of Reference is approved.  

Thank you for the opportunity to provide comments during this public consultation period.  
Please feel free to contact me to discuss any of these comments at ext 47.  
 

Sincerely, 

 
Anna Baggio 
Director, Conservation Planning 
 


